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(The level of the plasma to overcome the field forces of the planet has been achieved, 

they have the knowledge and will enter the test phase, Talks about 2 dimensions of life 

for vertical and horizontal people that is the gaseous and matter states then there are 2 

more Liquid and Plasma dimensions, The creation of water in the universe is the most 

common and therefore liquid state life is most common, Explains how water is made 

from the MG fields and creation of the oceans, Liquid states in the universe are created 

out of the conditions of the 2 heavier M fields coming from different galaxies and can 

just be in space without a central point, The difference between water and magma and 

why it comes to the matter state in volcanoes, Living in multiple life existences in the 

universe through the soul, Extending life to 10 thousand years by draining the trigger 

point of separation from the soul through Gans environment, Explains the process of 

death and that we can set the time he set his for hundred thousand years, ILS and MS 

are examples of determination of separation from body, How we travel in space through 

our emotion extending the soul to encompass the physicality and then re-manifesting, 

The MaGrav was a system to expand the soul to encompass the physicality but you 

never understood and only looked for the cheapest weakest electron vibration, When 

you drink the Plasma Water, rub some of it on your skin, where your pain is, then the 

fields work, what you drink becomes the STM, and what you put on the skin becomes 

the physicality of the man, and then you strengthen the soul of the physicality internally 

to the outside and you create a balance and this is the reason you get rid of the pain and 

cancers, Today's teaching is so powerful it's enough for you to transform yourselves, I 

have taught enough that you can take the leap into the soul and through understanding 

the control and existence of your emotion that with it you control the dimension of the 

soul of the man which carries the same emotion as the physicality whether inside or 

outside the body this brings the peace and the prerequisite for world peace as it will 

spread to the others, When you separate the physical soul it still exists in the dimension 

of the matter state of the Gans of the planet until it takes a new shape and new life it 

never dies, ** When you Nano coat the soul comes out and embeds the physicality and 

we have to learn how to create what we call a Nano layer field of the plasma that 

becomes the soul of the man in interacting the physicality of the man, , The "Black 

Hole" even though it's black is the essence of life creation and controller of everything, 

Then the skin of the Cu is that black hole which absorbs everything but we know 

through it that it is one of the best suppliers of energy when you can release it as a Gans 

in the dimension of the state of the fields of the environment, I have made a wish for the 

end of the Rothschild's and Vatican so peace can come to this planet, New education 

website for KFSSI all organized for anyone to study plasma, The sale of plasma 

products through something like Amazon.com is being formed, Photo of African man 

digging ofundation for factory symbolizes the essence of the Keshe Ofundation, We 

change the game those who make the weapons become the terrorist nations, UK was 

forced to leave the UE because they didn't share the gold stolen from Libya, Hip 

replacement is a death sentence by the doctors because they don't understand about the 

femur and the blood, To cut the femur in a hip replacement is a death sentence the man 

will die in 2 years of protein deposits in the organs, Stroke patient killed by the doctors 

with blood thinner, When you find fault in someone it means the fault is in you so 

elevate your soul then you can help another, The soul can repair the physicality, In 

space when we get a virus we go back into our soul with the physicality and that acts as 

a filter and makes the body perfect, All of us know how to feed ourselves through 

understanding that we can go within your soul and absorb the energy from the fields of 



the universe, Man needs to understand how to manifest himself in a liquid state in the 

universe and we'll start teaching about these floating souls, When we travel the depths 

of the space for thousands of years where are we going to except going and enjoying 

and elevating the souls of Gods creations then we are true men of space, Marriage of 

souls is like a twin star (twinity), Stars are always created with a twin, Children of a 

twinity become the stars of the future, If we can't elevate our souls through the system 

of the body we can use the MaGrav,   ,      .  ) 

 

 

 

(:11). This year is to show the first lift and motion spaceship program. We should be 

able to see the first structures. The power supply for the structure and lift that is not 

matter state is in the reach of the KF in the trials and tests we have seen in the past few 

weeks and months. The level of the Pl to overcome the field forces of the planet has 

been achieved. They have the knowledge and will enter the test phase.   (:14). ... 

there are at least 10 different nations in different parts of the KF involved in it. ...  

(:16). I got a lot of communications from you that you are beginning to grasp the soul 

and this is nice. This is what we need to achieve. We are pushing the governments to 

move in the same direction. .. you start to trust in your emotions and capabilities.  (:18). 

We'll take the soul teachings one step further and we have to touch 2 other dimensions 

for life of man in the universe, without them man will not have the full knowledge to 

live, coexist in all dimensions of the U. As man we breath air and take sustenance from 

the matter level entity of this planet. This is what we call ourselves, horizontal people, 

a lion is horizontal, his brain always moves in a horizontal line in respect to the 

magnetic field of the earth. Look at all the animals, a snake always moves in matter 

level physical horizon of the planet, and these constant one dimensional movements 

creates certain amount of intelligence, but not the collection of it. When you come to 

the vertical people, the plants, they have rooted themselves in the ground, with 

their soul in tact in one position, because of that they have created a vertical physical 

structure, but they still live a 2 dimensional life, which means they live from the 

gaseous and matter state part, very much like horizontal people.  (:20). Man has 

gathered knowledge and has become intelligent and we see this with many of the 

animals that have gathered this knowledge, they live in 2 dimensions. We lie flat on the 

horizon when we rest, then when we get up we go vertical, we get an attribute of 2 

dimensions, that's why this movement of lying down and standing up, and being able to 

live independently on the same direction in a long cycle of life, and we bend to pick 

things up, and we cross the border of the horizon. We have to understand that just 

because we can bend to pick things up and then go back to the upright position, but 

that we are very much like the planet earth, that 5 degree angle has made the 4 

seasons. This being vertical, horizontal or perpendicular to the earth has created the 

same condition. This brings maturity to absorption of many elements of this planet, 

be it gaseous or matter. In the U there are another 2 dimensions, actually there are 

another 6 but man can't see them at this time in his knowledge, but 2 of them we are 

in touch with, but we haven't yet gone into them in the teachings. One is the liquid 

state which is very common in the U.  (:22). This is the state of the animals which live 

in the state of the liquid life, fishes and creatures who can live not only in the water, but 

we have creatures who live within the lava of this planet. The lava is not just molten 

metals, it is full of life, extensively a life which can live and survive more in the Pl 

state then in the liquid state. ... now we see a 4th state of life but the liquid itself is 

in a thin state like water or in a thicker state like molten metal composition level 



molten metal. These environments are usually controlled by the MG field forces of the 

center. Then we have a 5th state which is a state of life in plasma, the state of the life 

of man in the dimension of the soul. We need to learn how to survive we have gone 

back and overturned all the past fallacies of the man, how we breath O in our lung and it 

goes to our blood, then we understand that there is also a misunderstanding in what we 

call the liquid state of life. What we call floating dimension life where we have the 

horizontal and vertical,  (:24). the floating life which is in the matter state which is 

like water is very much the same as the mans life, but in this dimension it has limited 

itself to again 2 things, instead of the gaseous it has made itself dependent on a 

condition of the liquid which is created from the composition of the G matter state of 

the environment plus the ligthest. Creation of water in the universe, the way we see it 

is very common, one of the most common in the U. Solid state life is common but 

liquid is more common. When man goes into space one of the first things he comes 

across is liquid state. Sometimes due to the gaseous compression they become 

matter state with a Gans, sometimes the liquid in combination with the matter 

state which are field forces that are entrapped within the condition of the 

environment of the Gans of the plasma. If you look at how water is made in the 

oceans, due to the interaction of the plasmatic field of the center of the earth. It has 

made a "cup" and that cup has made a specific MG field which allows the 

amalgamation of the strongest G field forces of the gases of the planet plus the 

weakest, which is O and H, which leads to the creation of the water. If you look 

further we have done this before, the lung of the man repeats the same thing, it 

creates the same Gans condition through the breathing of the gases and with it 

creates the moisture in the lung.  (:26). We see the repetition of the micro in the 

macro, we see it in the oceans, the same repetition within the lungs. Then we see that 

life has a repetition, if you create a Gans environment, or what we call MG field in 

the Pl state and not in the matter state, the G field strength then the body of the 

entity anywhere in the U leads to the creation of water, or liquid condition, where 

the interaction can be sustained and the life in the dimension of what I call floating, that 

is different then the horizontal and vertical life can exist. When you go to the central 

line, in a way vertical MG field forces like the sun and other planets, these kind of 

planets usually sustain a huge amount of liquid in a given or certain position in the 

solar system. We see these kinds of liquid conditions across the U, where there is no 

entity but you enter an ocean of the universe, The liquid of the ocean of this planet is 

like a drop in the ocean in reality. They are so massive but they go nowhere because 

they are created out of the condition of the 2 heavier M fields coming from 

different galaxies for example and in condition of the interaction of the weakest 

galaxies, and they create these conditions of liquid states in the U. If we come to the 

point that this liquid creates itself a central field force, then it takes shape, it's like you 

drop it in a swimming pool and it has no where to go.  (:28). This is one of the 

problems our space development has to look for, the next step after you go to this, 

it depends on the material field forces take shape in the strength of the Inertia of 

the dimension of the strength of the entity, then you'll feel very much like magmas. 

Liquid state doesn't necessarily mean to be so hot as magma, but it creates 

liquidity in condition of the matter state. The difference between the water and the 

magma is huge but we look at both of them as a liquid. One is created out of the G 

field forces of the field forces of the matter created by the G field itself of the 

planet, the other one is when the field matter has reduced enough that it has taken 

the state matter but it can't release itself to what we call to solidify. Solidification of 

an entity is an attribute of when the gaseous and matter state needs to interact, it creates 



a friction point that leads to solidification, we call it the surface of the earth, the 

continents. We have to understand the true structure of the creation in the U, then 

we'll understand the difference of a liquid as a water and as a magma and why 

when magmas come we call it, volcanic eruptions, take the shape of the matter 

state. This is a huge conversion and we look at it so easily, but in the space we have 

dimensions that are just like this, and we have to be able to submerge in it, and to live in 

it, then it comes to understanding of how you can live in these conditions.  (:30). 

Living in these conditions are very easy if the man understands the STM, then it 

brings you to the 5th state of life in the U. There are other states and as the man 

matures understand that then he can expand his existences across the U in multiple 

dimensions in different galaxies. Multiple life existence in the galaxies is one of the 

most favorite ways to live if you understand the life of plasma in the U, its motion, 

strength, conversion, where it operates in one dimension as a soul and in another 

as a physical matter, very much like the body of the man, we have the soul which 

we have contained through the physicality of the brain, and then we have the 

physicality which can be contained in the dimension of the STM. In the teaching of 

the past few months I have brought you to this point and many of you might have 

thought about it but you couldn't understand or comprehend what it means. ... When we 

die, go through the process of aging and come to the point of the separation of the 

physical body, the man from the STM, this process doesn't happen by the flick of a 

finger, we call it aging, from the point that the body reaches a point of strength 

then it is like an automatic triggering, which means the physicality gets ready to 

separate itself from the physical STM  (:32). This is where see the aging slowly 

beginning, at a certain time in the later part of our life we age very rapidly, because 

the conversion and separation has set in. This is one of the pitfalls of the physical 

life. When we reach a certain age there is a field strength level which triggers the 

separation of the soul from physical life, and when the trigger reaches the balance 

between the soul and physical strength at the lowest common denominator, this is 

when the physical death, separation of the soul from physicality happens. If we, for 

example want to extend the life for 1 to 10 thousand years, is to keep this ratio higher 

on the physical side, keep this higher on the soul side, so then you live on the soul 

level or the physical level. Drinking or using environments which are heavily 

(saturated with) Gans M field forces creates that dimension that the switch point 

doesn't come into operation. All that we are doing is draining the trigger point of 

the physical separation. This is why I said that in the coming time man will live to a 

thousand years plus, because now you understand that in being able to absorb balanced 

fields in the need of the physicality the point of the triggering of the separation of the 

physical soul and the STM just gets delayed.  (:34). That's all we are playing with. 

You can delay it for hundreds of thousands of years. It doesn't matter how you look, 

you can keep that balance, because the age look doesn't count anymore because in the 

space we don't age the way we age on this planet, because the condition of the aging is 

very much like the structures we see on this planet, if you go to place where there is a 

steady or very little difference in the bandwidth of the temperature, buildings last for 

centuries, but if you go to the poles where the temperatures are extreme the buildings 

don't last that long. The high heat of the summer or the cold of the winter, creates 

corrosion or break up of the structure, so buildings are more they are going into 

different cycles. It's the same with the body. If we can create the Gans' and the field 

forces which the Gans' create or in the span of the U, that we can sustain the 

feeding of the physical soul which with it creates our matter state of physicality, 

then the physical condition of the STM in the matter state will last for centuries. 



It's us in conjunction with the field forces of the environment that triggers that switch. 

It's like a central heating point, you set the temperature at 19 degrees the minute you go 

to 18.9 the trigger comes on and the boiler starts up. It's the same thing in the strength of 

the soul of the physicality which triggers at the point of separation of the physical soul 

and the strength of the physicality.  (:36). When the separation is complete the 2 

entities take shape, the separation is complete without pain, it's just natural. We 

see that, oh he died in his sleep. Because that separation in the last hours and minutes 

is very much like when have hypothermia, the extremities get shut down until the 

point where the brain and the heart have to kept, the brain has the central STM 

embedded in it and the heart which is the central soul of the physicality, they 

separate, then we see that each one takes its shape, most of the energies that are at 

the soul level, have already transferred to the cells, what you call the soul level 

strength, those that are of the physical matter soul stay with the body, that's why 

when we die we see the physical entity on the table, we see it there and say good bye 

to it, but in fact the soul has already left the body, but still has a connection with it 

because it was created out of its manifestation of the creation of the interaction of 

the fields of it, then we understand for the first time we are, we become, we 

extended our knowledge to the point where we can dictate, determine and control 

the point of separation, then we allow the trigger point to come. I set my time at 

100,000 years and in that time I hopefully have enough to know what to get, what 

to sustain, and that allows me to separate the physical matter from the point of 

interaction, not the soul of the entity, or be it me. If you understand this, it brings 

us to the space technology very   (:38). rapidly. This is a dimension of the existence 

of the STM in non-dimensional physicality. Go back and understand the teachings 

about ILS and MS, understand the paper I have written called, "ILS it's the wish that 

comes true". Because at that time I could not explain to you as KS to understand. But if 

you read what is ILS, it means I decide the point of separation, I wished for the 

end of physicality interaction at the level of the soul within the STM, and I decided 

this is what I want to do, but because I have cut the ribbon it doesn't mean that the 

rest have to also do it. I am cutting my relationship but you are still my mother but I 

don't want to talk to you, it doesn't mean that you don't exist anymore. So you start 

cutting the telephone line, no letters, no visits, everything else is the same. When you 

decide in the emotional level that I want to separate it, have nothing to do with my 

physical life emotion, soul, then you have to push the button with the finger, we call it 

ILS. If man has such a power within himself to switch off, then he has to power to 

do even a further thing which is I give more on the physical level to the soul of me 

that my soul encompasses my physicality, which means I live within my soul. For 

60 to 100 years I entrapped, protected the soul to be seen with the physical 

existence now I transfer so much of my energy to,  (:40). so much of the field 

strength of my soul, that I expand the soul, this is what we teach, and you have 

seen in dynamic systems. This was the only way that I could teach that you could 

relate to. Very soon we'll show you dynamic systems that you can see the fields, you 

will see that, in a dynamic system like in the STM, if we increase the field strength, 

which allows the expansion of 1/10th of the soul, which will encompass the 

physicality of the body of the man. Then we can travel the depth of the U, not with 

the physical condition outside, but with the STM which is the sun itself, but this 

time as we have the command of the emotion in the physical dimension, we can 

dictate the position in the U, in a way we take the emotion of the man, as we have 

developed within the structure of the physicality to control the strength of the soul and 

the dimension of the soul in the depth of the U. It's like a car, we get in it and are 



cocooned in it, when I go out that car is on its own but we have in it, it's a tent, we 

decide if we put the tent inside or if we go inside the tent, then we put the tent in a 

pack we call the physicality and then we can open through the energy which we 

give for the extension of the tent to cover our physicality which we go in it. There is 

no other simpler example to explain it with. But this sits within the emotion of the 

man. Read the most powerful 2 papers I have written, "Unified field theory" and then 

the understanding of the ILS.  (:42). my wish is my command. It's the wish which 

comes true. Man out of fear of not understanding that he can reverse the position of 

the soul in respect to physicality, has never crossed that point. But some people 

have. We know we can do, it's a point on the extreme level just beyond the end of 

the spinal cord and the beginning of what we call the small brain. At this point we 

can switch. We go through coma, but if we feel past the field strength of the 

physicality, which is what coma is, then we can allow the STM to expand to cover 

the physicality of the man. This is what all the teaching has been about. This is 

what I taught that you can expand your soul to accept other passengers, I 

explained that you trust the soul of the captain (of the spaceship) and you gave 

your soul to him. Now you understand what it means. You become passengers of my 

soul which expands beyond my physicality and in trusting that I carry your soul with 

me, then I can give it back to you that you can manifest your physicality in any 

dimension. Now you see all the teachings over the past years is taking shape in 

different dimensions. In fact if everyone of us could become detached from the 

physicality of the existence of the soul of the existence, that we can give from the 

soul at the level of the STM not the soul of physicality, then we can carry the 

physicality within the womb of the fields of the tenth of the STM. We don't need to 

demolish or destroy it, or to leave it behind.  (:44). Now that physicality gets fed from 

the STM, internally where up to now it was getting fed externally. It comes to the 

very simple cores we saw before, when the soul comes into the center and the Gans 

goes to the edge, now it's the visa versa, but in this process, now the STM feeds the 

physicality but this time it's controlled and it's timeless, limitless, and becomes the 

life of the Creator. Man needs to be able to understand this to become a passenger of 

the U and this is where we are going now because with the development of the new 

plasma systems we can feed the STM at the strength that it can take wings within 

the space of the U according to the strength of the delivery of the Pl. Many of you 

never understood when I put the MaGrav system on the table, you looked at the 

physical electrical current, but I looked for you to understand that the physical 

current of the Pl of the entity. I gave you gold and you dusted it to nothing because 

you never understood. And as you know I am a good actor, I pretended that I made a 

mistake, but there was never a mistake in it, it meant that my students never understood 

the totality, and when you don't understand, when you force feed a child he spits it out. 

You always spitted the most beautiful knowledge of the U because you looked for the 

current flow in the weakest, cheapest level of the matter, electron movement and then 

you said it doesn't work. Now you understand that you have one of the most 

precious powerful tools in the U in your hands if you understand the work of the 

Pl,  (:46). and the existence of the Pl and the life of the Pl in the U, which is another 

dimension, an extension and the dimension of the STM. I gave you a system to 

extend your souls and you busted it to nothing, which means you never understood, 

which means you are not ready for it and a teacher who is wise never pushes but waits 

for the time, but the time has come for the man to understand this beauty, but it is for 

you to understand. You look for 1 kw of electricity but I gave you a trillion watts of 

plasma. I gave you the most beautiful ?? in the world but when you are blind how can 



you even understand the beauty. I gave you the most beautiful creature in a MaGrav 

system but you were all too happy, it doesn't work. None of the MaGrav system 

you created ever failed, it's you who failed in understanding the concept of the 

technology which was given to you as a gift. Go back and re-study, I gave you a 

beautiful sun and you looked for the crumb. It's not my fault it means you didn't 

understand. In the agreements we made with the governments it pushes us to show the 

beauty of the creature. The KF will open negotiations with world leaders on the delivery 

of technology on the existence of the plasma and not on meager electric current 1 or 2 

kw, because if that is all you value yourself at then that is what you are worth. If you 

understand it then you can use the MaGrav system to extend it in conjunction with 

the STM   (:48). to create a dimension of the structure which can take man into the 

U within seconds. I made man in the image of Myself to be my soul and not the 

physicality of my soul. The teaching has taken different shape and some of the KF 

researchers are reaching that point. You are looking for kilowatts and I can show you 

megawatts with the same system, but that is meager electron vibration, the cheapest 

thing in the U. I gave you the Rolls Royce and you are happy with a donkey, you are 

quite welcome to it. I gave you the fastest flight system in the U ... It's no use forcing.   

.... Those who understand will create the condition to travel in the deep space. 2018 is 

the time for man to take into space, because those of you understood the operation of 

the MaGrav system many of you should have already achieved the flight system, 

but you are looking for a vibration, I gave you the knowledge of the U, now you 

understand why you got angry with me when I tell you that you don't understand.  

 

Maybe now you understand that you never understood, and that you understand that  

(:50). the condition of the strength of the knowledge. when you transfer and you 

give enough to your soul that, in that process you manage to encompass the 

physicality in the process of the fields of the soul passing the body of the man, 

which becomes purified which means it comes to the point of no disease, perfection 

from the point of creation. It's like Dr. Rodrigo made a medical system with 20 

MaGrav and tubes that you walk inside, what do you do, you extend, in a way the 

tentacles of your soul's M fields to the dimension of these systems, but you don't 

see it. Instead you look for what I put in it, but you don't see what I have given for 

the soul to expand its strength to me and the physicality of the body, so now 

everything in that environment becomes balanced and you walk away without 

your disease.  

 

But still our medical teachers don't see it, they are looking for a rotation here and a Gans 

there, so many times in the teaching I explained it in a very funny but direct way. You 

drink the Gans and think it goes in there and gives me something, and I do (this), so 

many times I have told you that when you drink the Plasma Water, rub some of it on 

your skin, where your pain is, then the fields work, what you drink becomes the 

STM, and what you put on the skin becomes the physicality of the man, and then 

you strengthen the soul of the physicality internally to the outside and you create a 

balance and this is the reason you get rid of the pain. This is how you eradicate the 

cancer. What we see with the many doctors who work with us, I did this and I put that  

(:52). but none of them understood the totality of the knowledge. It's time to move 

(forward). In English they say, If I can't take you in a friendly way then I'll kick you and 

take your hand and you can kick and shout as much as you like, but I am taking you 

with me. To get man in the space in 2018, if we have to take you we'll take you by 

the hand, but we don't force feed you, but we take you to a place where you 



understand the knowledge, which is within the STM. The teaching of today is so 

powerful that if any of you understood, you can change, create, develop conditions 

when you can manifest your own soul and see the transformation of the soul within 

the body of the man where it takes hold. What we'll see on the street are the shining 

stars and not the physicality of the man. But man prefers to get physical and get in the 

rain, hunger and everything else, because he hasn't learned what he is carrying. I am 

a wise teacher, but I have taught you enough for you to be able to the leap, not of 

faith, but that of understanding the control and existence of your emotion, that 

with it you control the dimension of the STM and then you allow through that 

process, which is, the STM has the same E as the physicality, it doesn't matter if 

the soul or physicality is inside. In the physical dimension of the existence of the 

man we have entrapped the soul. In a way we protect the soul through our  (:54). 

physicality, but now the knowledge of the man has reached a point that we have to 

entrust that we can let itself, show itself, as a STM, the man at that point becomes 

a shinning star. Then you get to the point of peace. This is the pre-condition, 

prerequisite for world peace, when as we become a star we shine and we enligthen 

others. In fact, this was the condition of the prophets of the past, they didn't see the 

soul of the Creator, they became the soul themselves and through it understood the 

field strength of the U within the depth of the creation in the Unicose. That's all it is, 

now you understand. This is when Moses passed the physical condition of his own soul 

and interaction of the fields of the 2 suns, one then reached the other and became 

what you call, changed the position, the Commandments. What you call the fire is in 

fact the interaction of the soul of the physicality of Moses which passed the boundary of 

his physical existence and interaction, interacted with the soul of the Creator, because 

he was at that dimensional strength, which is the STM. I made man  in the image of 

Myself, the STM carries the same as me, as the Creator. In time the scholars of man 

will understand the teachings of today and we'll weep in how much we have wasted 

life. So simple. Because we have to cross this line, there is no choice the time and 

place for man to join the UC is now  (:56). and not in a thousand years. The maturity 

has to come through the STM to understand that it is time to release the beauty 

which we have held inside for too long. We send our children to school to get educated 

and they learn and earn ... and come to show the most magnificent systems which came 

from the elevation of the knowledge, now we have enough knowledge that we can allow 

the elevation of the soul of ourselves. Thy shall not steal. We are stealing from our 

soul and as long as we do, we will not see the STM encompassing its physicality of 

the man. Thy shall not lie, we lie to ourselves because with it we find safety to stay 

within the dimension of physicality and not to face the facts, that within the 

structure of the STM is one of the most powerful souls, what we call the plasma in 

the creation. Now it is for us to understand, how many human beings are happy to sit in 

these cars and take work for 48 weeks a year like a donkey, for 4 weeks for the pleasure 

of having a rest, or we take to the STM and we have rest at every second of time in 

the U, as the time is timeless, this time of 24 hours is manmade and the most ridiculous 

things we have ever seen. If you can get fed from the fields of the U, 80 years of a man's 

life is nothing. It is you who has put the time limit on it.  (:58). Man should have 

understood when the physicians tell you, you have ILS and have 6 years, it means he 

gave you 6 years to separate the (? soul) body from physicality, but in that process you 

have elevated the soul to be separate, but what happens to the physical soul when you 

separate? It still exists in the dimension of the matter state of the Gans of the 

planet until it takes a new shape and new life. It never dies. Man has enough 

knowledge now that if he finds the true ??limits of the creation of the life of billions of 



years ago. You can create dinosaurs anytime. All it needs to understand is to find the 

soul of physicality, embrace it, feed it and with it, it will create the soul of the creature. 

This is what is needed that we elevate our understanding, that for us to become 

detached from the dimension of physicality. I tell you something, many of you will 

now run to make these MaGrav systems where we missed out, and I feel pity for you, 

because the whole teaching is for your soul and not creating an energy system. In the 

process of the development of the knowledge we have created a sense of mistrust 

within ourselves, and this is the biggest pitfall for all of us. The physical language. 

When I started a life with Caroline, she said, then why are you here. I said, we come 

here because physicality has a pleasure that we don't get in the other dimensions 

we can touch and feel it, we can lie and deception in it, and see the beauty of ?? in 

it, and then we know how we can handle it. Now you understand how and what you 

need to do to progress. 2018 has to be the cycle of time when the man will take in the 

depth of the U through the understanding of his own soul and not through the 

spaceships. Those who take to spaceships it means they still need nourishing, to be 

given confidence to go to the next step. It's very much like staying in the nursery and 

refusing to go to school.  (1:01). Maybe now you understand how and why during the 

past few weeks we went this way in the teachings.  Any questions.  

Q: When you talk about dimension is it the same as when (new age) people talk 

about us being in the 3rd dimension and move to the 4th dimension? No, no when I 

was working as a nuclear physicists at British Nuclear Fuel we were talking in 7 and 8 

dimensions, those are matter states. This is the condition of existence, in dimensions of 

physical life we talk about the time, temperature, pressure and everything else. In 

the dimension of the soul we speak about the strength of the soul, each strength 

creates it own dimension, if you reduce its strength it becomes the dimension of 

physicality. Bahuala spoke about the 7 dimensions of the STM and even that just brings 

you into power to understand the next cycle. It's in the writings of Christ, or with the 

people who wrote the true part which is with the Jews, he spoke about 2 

dimensions, as he saw with the STM. Mohammad never came wise to it, because 

very rapidly he got into the tangibility of the beauty of the woman, and then he 

choose himself 40 wives and ??  Q: In the MaGrav blueprint     (1:04). the way you 

talked about the N coated Cu, that actually we didn't need that N coat, the way the 

energy moved from the Gans state, to the N coat and we come to the center of the 

Cu, ?? because our body is the same way, because we are a Gans, it is almost the same 

thing, am I correct?   

 

Yes, I taught this before, you are the first one who understood it. I explained this 

many times, when you N coat you encompass the physicality, in a way the soul 

comes out and sits inside the physicality (? the physicality sits inside), where the 

physicality up to now was a total holder of the energy. What we do in the N and Gans 

production is the same as what we just spoke about today, embedding the physicality 

to the field forces of the plasma, what we call the Gans, or in a matter state, or what 

we call an intermediary state, or want we call N layers, it's the fields now embed the Cu, 

where the Cu is the manifestation of physicality of the existence. We don't see the Cu 

anymore, which is a real physical life, where it was outside and it was holding the M 

fields of the elements, now itself has become shielded, it has become super passed.  If 

you look the N coating of a Cu, and a Cu the way it was before, it is the same as what 

we have been talking about just now. We have to learn how to create what we call, a 

Nano layer field of the plasma, that becomes the STM in interacting the physicality 

of the man, then when you have that field and you see why the N layers are so 



dark, which means they can absorb all the fields  (1:06). then go back to the very 

first paper I published called, "The creation of black hole" ... (creation of 

physicality of the man and then you have that field and you've seen why the N 

layers are so dark which means they can absorb all the fields. Then go back to the 

very first paper I published called, the creation of black hole), where I say, the 

black hole even though it's black is the essence of life creation, and controller of 

everything, then the skin of the Cu is that black hole which absorbs everything, but 

we know through it, that it is one of the best suppliers of energy when you can 

release it as a Gans in the dimension of the state of the fields of the environment. The 

state of the STM and the physicality of the man in a simple way has been shown 

through the N coating and the structure of the Cu. If you trust to see a Cu to become 

black,  (1:07). and then you create a Gans by taking its fields and then you 

understand in the process that we have shown we can use these fields to create the 

matter in the interaction. Why don't you trust in your soul that you can do the 

same. It's the fear of greed and not the fear of existence, what can I do if (my thoughts 

are) how much more can I take, not what I can give that it can elevate the soul of the 

others. As long as man always looks at what am I getting from it, man will always 

be at the bottom of the pit. When a man goes to the point of what I call love, what I 

can give unconditional, man will move on.   

 

(1:08). Any other question. Q: Elevating your soul to incorporate your physical soul, 

is it done with the help of Gans or can it be done with time and understanding? 

Understanding the strength of your soul, that's all. If you need help you can use a 

Gans but you have to understand how to use it. You got busy with making cores, 

MaGrav systems for energy and as a wise teacher I let them play, they are not ready for 

it. I gave you gold and you decided to play with the dust of the earth and that is your 

problem. Not my teaching it means you are not ready. The Australian government has 

announced that it is entering the production of arms, and spending billions for arms 

manufacturing technology. I said, that is the end of the world, the time when the 

humanity has reached the bottom of the pit. Look at the history and you see who is 

behind it, those who use the soul in the name of religion.  (1:10). The devil sits 

within the structure of the physicality of man and not within the STM and maybe 

that is the time when man moves within his soul, that doesn't allow the misconduct of 

the physicality to take shape. I have another wish, in a way I have made a decision, I 

say, my wish is my command, or what I feel what is needed and it will be done. We will 

see the end of the Rothschild's family very soon. And with it shall come peace on 

this planet, and those who connected themselves to it (Rothschild's). This is the end 

of the Vatican operation which is another arm of, kingship through the soul, and 

we see the kingship which is through the physicality what comes through what we call 

?? Boniface. These processes have to be met that man finds peace. It's a prerequisite, 

when everybody sees each other as equal. Those are the abuses of the soul, the 

finances, and abuses of position, all 3 ??  I wonder if they'll weep when they sit in 

front and beg for their lives, their ancestors which they carry with them. We know that 

in the Vatican they said that this will be the last Pope and it's true. We shall not see 

another.     (1:12).  

Constitution is read in Farsi.     

(1:33). 

Jim from Australia created a new education website (kfssi.org) for Plasma 

Technology.   



(1:54). It's absolutely fantastic this is what we have been waiting for. One of the 

biggest problems that will come is when we don't transcribe these into our own 

language, then our nation as one of the languages of this planet will fall behind by 

not understanding. Never look at yourself and say, my translation is not good enough. 

When you translate you carry the soul of the knowledge and not the writing and what 

we transcribe will be correct even if you make a mistake, the one who will read it will 

understand the totality in its own way. Fear of failure is the failure, fear of making 

mistakes creates mistakes and this is what we have to overcome. We have always 

been so frigthened of ourselves making mistakes and doing something wrong that we 

will be punished with it, that we don't do anything not to get punished. There is no 

punishment, even if you use a wrong word it means that someone down the will get 

inspired to create something good. (1:56). Maybe this is the reason we make mistakes in 

transcribing, it means we reach a soul that wouldn't have been reached if it had been the 

correct way. Making a mistake makes a man to think and when he thinks he sees a 

different light. Translate it in every language that the burden of missing someone 

because of language doesn't fall on us.   (1:58). By creating patents that prevent other 

from reading deprives man of that knowledge. Now that we have done away with 

the patents the only thing that will deprive another man is the language 

translations of the knowledge. It's the responsibility of every one of us that what 

was hidden in patents is not hidden in language.   .. what we just seen by Jim breaks all 

the rules of the present time that uses the patents to prevent others from getting the 

knowledge.  (2:00).  something going on in the background, something like Amazon 

and Alibaba.com but for plasma technology to sold worldwide. We'll leave it to the 

individuals and the company to create parameters. .. (2:02). As of 2018 we'll break into 

the world markets in a big way. We'll off shares to the public. We are working in that 

direction, it's about 12 months to 2 years down the line. It will become a publicly owned 

with shares. Our ofundation will be based on One Planet, one currency and the 

knowledge, no weapon, and not on BDP but on how much peace we create. In due 

course you'll here what is happening.  (2:04). I was touched by this picture, Rick put it 

on. It's a breakthrough beyond understanding and imagination. It is soul breaking and 

changes many things for humanity.  (2:06).  It's a photo of a black man in Africa 

digging the ofundation of a KF site, production, research lab and everything else.  

(2:08). It shows a black man digging the ofundation for the knowledge of man for 

the future. If he knew what he is doing, digging to educate the white man in Africa 

and the rest of the world irrespective of color and race, this symbolizes exactly 

what KF stands for. We are literally building the future on the back of Africa. It's 

symbolic of what is coming. The technology was given freely in the West but we 

didn't appreciate it, we made enemies out of it. Now in Africa as we have seen we 

support it, through the production systems in Italy and in Ghana and back to Italy.    

(2:10). Every time we open one of these research centers we invite leaders because this 

is the path to the future.  

(2:15). 

When a leader produces arms and when that bullet kills someone then that leader 

has to pay with his soul for that bullet. If he understands this and he has respect 

for his own existence, he would demolish it. On the other hand to fight is too difficult 

and takes too much energy.  (2:20). I walk away from these kind of situations. I was 

with a master at the diner table and when I explained to him what is about to take place 

and what we are doing and want to do. He said, everything within my power will be 

given to support this, because we have to teach the STM to elevate the soul and not 

to get in touch with the physicality. Many world leaders will move towards the KF in 



the coming time. It's what we have done. .. we see terrorism with one man with 

explosives in his back pack explodes himself to show what has been done wrong to 

me or the other people, and then we blame the other nations for the attack of that 

backpack. The way we think at the KF is that any nation involved in arms 

manufacturing becomes a terrorist organization. We changed the game, if you 

don't make the arms then there is no one to use it, then you don't encourage to use it. 

Because you made it now you have to sell it. Terrorism moves from the man who shoots 

the bullet to the man who makes the bullet.  (2:22). Later on in the life of Al Capone he 

hardly ever shot a bullet, he just gave the order and they shot the bullets. We'll get rid of 

those Al Capone's that there is no bullet to shoot. The terrorism has to be shifted to the 

nations of those who build it (arms), if we eliminate it at its root there is no need to see 

terrorism at all. This is what the world leaders are becoming wise to. We are putting 

financing and developing a nation against peace.  

Benjamin said to me that those youngsters who we are paying so much wages in our 

factories, they have started spending ..  

(2:25). 

(2:28). Q: Is the Gans made by someone who serves others as good as the Gans 

made by someone who only does it for profit? At the moment we are making 

certain directional developments that we have to ofllow, we have to be able to use 

the present structures to infiltrate into the present structure so that we can 

dismantle it. At the moment we are talking to militaries to get them to put down their 

weapons.    

(2:31).  

.. The UK was forced out of the EU because they didn't share the loot of stealing 

140 billion in Kaddaffi's gold in Libya. The British Monarch are planning more 

wars, they didn't make that much in the WWII. The politics needs the new knowledge 

to make gold you don't need to kill to get it.  If we value the STM as gold then we truly 

have achieved because the STM is there to be respected as gold. Not the physical gold 

that has no value. If you can hold your hand out and create gold, we are getting to that 

point.  (2:36). I wish all the best for humanity, we have a rough road ahead. ...  

... you're so humble and patient, it's not human.  

(2:38). Q: When we say or think that this man is intelligent or these flowers are 

wonderful we are not just observing with love, we are already making a value 

judgment and in some way assume a difference and even if a positive judgment ... E is 

present and it connects the soul of physicality, the STM, and soul of plants, can you 

explain? We always judge ourselves, if we like a plant, but we are not supposed to 

judge the others, but we appreciate the beauty of something. When we say we don't 

judge and when we look at something we have to close our eyes to the short comings of 

the people, this is a judgment. To see our own faults and to praise the beauty of the 

others. If they fall in the process of praising their beauty it means they haven't matured. 

It doesn't mean that we have judged.  (2:40). This is something we have to learn. I get 

told lies right in my face and I just say yes, but in the background I elevate the soul 

of the person, because it means that he hasn't understood what I mean, he gives me 

a physical word but in the background I see the soul. If you understood the teaching of 

today, I become inside the STM that I see their soul and this seeing the STM which 

covers the physicality because you don't see the soul you see the aura, has put fear 

in many world leaders in how I see the work and explain it. This has caused a lot of 

shaking inside many governments because they are looking for spies, but they don't see 

the spy is their soul. (They say) we would like to be peaceful but underneath we sign for 

arms. We see the soul, then you find a solution for it. The solution at this time is to not 



judge, just elevate. If you judge a beauty it means you give to it so you are a lover. If 

you judge and are demeaning it means that you need elevation, so you judge 

yourself and not the person. From a Persian poet, when you judge that there is 

something wrong with somebody,  (2:42). you understand it because it is in you and not 

in them. When we judge that somebody's wrong it means that there is something in 

ourselves that is wrong that we have recognized. We don't judge and we have to be a 

giver. I don't judge, I understand and then I make a move according to that, that the 

soul accepts its own misconduct, its own shortness of understanding. It's very 

interesting the more mature we become the more we'll see. It's very frigthening for 

may world leaders at the present time, how I know what they are up to, and it puts 

fear in them, they simply look at what I explained in the last teachings of the last year 

and look at what is happening in the far east, there are words about peace, because I 

opened the hand of war. But this is only mirage, a façade. We have to promote peace 

through self conduct and that is all and the rest will ofllow. When you sit whether with 

an ambassador or layman it all has to be the same, when the physicality is different but 

the soul is the same, then you see the soul. If we take a picture of the aura of a man and 

now with these machines they can photograph the aura  (2:44). put a man in the 

Plasma Medical machines and take a picture of the aura, you see the light of the 

STM. In trying to feed the STM it's much stronger then the physicality of the material 

we use, in trying to feed it, the STM reaches beyond physicality and in the process if the 

setting is correct then we'll see a change in the physicality or eradication of the pain or 

disease. I was asked by one official to help his dying father. ... it turned out that the 

operation to save the man is in fact the cause of the man's death, because the doctors 

didn't understand the process and it's the only process left for us. This goes back to the 

medical teachings. When I share knowledge with one I do with all that all stay equal. 

(2:46). They have gone through the hip replacement and after a couple of years the 

patient is dying of massive deposits of proteins in different organs of the body. The 

present science has no word (definition) for it because they can't connect it to the 

hip operation. You never cut a bone, if you change the hip you do that but never 

touch the bone. The femur is a sacrosanct part to the life of the man. If you touch 

the femur you have sentenced a man to death and no doctors understand this. The 

doctors have amputated the head of the femur and replaced it with titanium and at 

the same time put a titanium hip to help the man to walk. For our understanding 

having deposits of protein has nothing to do with the operation 2 years ago. But in fact 

it does. If you look at it the way we teach and understand the totality of the operation, it 

does. The doctors have to become wise to this. They have cut the top of the femur and 

replaced it with Titanium so they can have something to screw into. But do the doctors 

understand their training or are they ignorant to the work they do. It's total ignorance. 

By cutting the femur it's like cutting an army and destroying its kitchen, how are you 

going to feed the army to fight. (2:48). They cut the femur on the top, now you have 

to understand the bone structure, as in our teaching is absorbing lymph through 

itself (through the micro channels) to create the AA with the addition of the Ca 

and different strengths depending on which part of the bone marrow this AA goes 

to, becomes part of our immune system, becomes red or white blood cells and 

everything else, without the femur man is a dead man, because it's the production 

factory. Now they have cut the top of the femur but the bone is still absorbing, 

converting lymph through the structure of the bone into protein, the only thing left 

for it is to go out somewhere or to stop working. But the whole process of the heart 

is sucking on it, and one end of the femur is gone so the other side has to do the job 

of both sides. So the femur is changing, sucking the protein out of the bone 



marrow, but the bone marrow has no capabilities, just like a blood washing 

through, you create a dam at one end and now you opened a hole on the other side, 

so the protein is getting sucked our of the bone marrow on the end of the femur, at 

the bottom end of the knee, and then a protein without a destination is created. So 

what does the body do? It says I have it so I keep it until I need to use it and then it 

deposits it in the organ, which eventually creates the death of the man through 

kidney failure, heart failure, because of the saturation of protein. If you teach the 

doctors to not cut the femur, and then teach them to support ?? like the ?? and 

everything else that comes through the femur  (2:50). you will not kill the man 2 years 

later. The actual death sentence came with they cut the femur. It's not for us to try and 

find a solution for the protein, because now we understand what happens farther down 

the line. It's for our doctors to understand. It's the same with the STM, look to where the 

soul has been hurt, understand it and elevate it, not just go in there and cut the flower 

that it looks good, because when you take 1 petal out of the rose it will die. How many 

petals can you pull before it dies. Unless you sort out the plant, feed the rose that it can 

hold its beauty. And this is what the present medicine doesn't allow us, because we 

understand the totality and can work with it, because then there is no use for them 

(they'll be out of a job). ... Someone asked me to help with a stroke patient, but in 

hearing the story I realized that there is no choice, the damage is already done. 

When I start analyzing what they tell me, I realize that the doctor has killed the patient 

and it has nothing to do with the stroke. The person was temporarily loosing their 

eyesight and temporarily becoming dizzy. The doctors didn't understand that there was a 

blockage in the vein on the side of the neck that needed opening. This was going on for 

too long. the brain has parameters for ?? ,  (2:52). the ears and muscles of the face, 

continuous blood, and in that part, part of the blood circulation is needed to transfer 

blood out of the brain which allows it to work, to carry on the work of the STM to the 

physical condition. This is why we have such a heavy blood flow into (our brain //), our 

skull. As there is a blockage the heart is trying to overcome. The heart has to change 

its position of the amount of energy it takes from the blood which comes from the 

lung, so it has changed the condition of the lung. They told me the man had a flu, 

then it became a heart problem, and now he has a stroke, what can do?  I said, 

guys, your doctor has killed your patient, and he'll be dead in every condition you 

look at. It's because he never understood that there is a blockage in the system. The 

brain hemorrhage has come because when they took the patient to the hospital, he 

was given an injection of blood thinner, it thinned out the blood and opened all the 

blood clot in the brain, the artery (means the neck), so bit of the blood that didn't 

open (or thin out), with the blood thinner have shot themselves into the brain and 

caused the paralysis, or what they called a brain hemorrhage through blood. If the 

doctors are wise and they understand they can take a right step, but our present 

physicians are not taught the totality. Instead they are shown the end product and told to 

find a solution. The Pharmaceuticals have the same problem. This is the first time in the 

history of the physicians, pharmaceuticals or medicine, that we change  (2:54).  the 

source of the problem and not the end product (means not the root of the problem). 

When a man has a brain hemorrhage through stress all you need to do is to elevate his 

soul, the emotion, then with that you reconstruct, you allow the body itself to build its 

own brain cells to recover from what he has done to itself, all by accident. We 

understand the process, this is how we changed the life of Naomi. her brain doesn't 

show anymore that there has been an accident. Because the technology is used in its 

true sense. It's the same with the STM in pain for the acts of its physicality, it 

radiates, but it is blocked by the soul. If you manage to elevate the STM to bypass, 



to encompass the physicality, you will not see the physicality, unless it is in a 

perfect condition and it would like to manifest itself in the physical dimension. It 

all goes back to the same teaching. Do we judge or do we understand the judgment 

which is us. Do we elevate or when we see wrong, it's our problem, not theirs, it's 

us who has to elevate because if we see it, it means there is a fault within us that we 

see such a fault.  (2:56). if you don't want to be standing out become part of the same. 

If you can change to become part of the same it means you understand what the same is 

doing, which is not what you want it to be. We are past of the point of telling or 

preaching, we go back to the source of understanding, the essence of creation. This is 

the difference between the KF and all the teachings of the past. The emphasis is on us 

to understand, only on us. Will we see a beautiful flower, it gives me such a 

pleasure, in turn I give back, I love you, you are gorgeous as a flower, which is the 

only way I can give to you through my emotion. Why do the flowers change their 

color and shape to become more attractive. they are literally like western women 

with all the makeup on, enjoy me, I am here for pleasure. It's the color, nectar, they 

give us, it's the color combinations, how they position their petals. It means the flower 

understands, that it needs to give the beauty to receive the appreciation. Why do we 

need to judge, we just appreciate the beauty. It's for them to correct themselves. I see 

many people around the KF doing wrong. I sit, I get angry and frustration, but at the 

end of the day, I say, I have to elevate their souls that they see their own mistakes and 

wrong doing, it's not for me to judge. It's me who doesn't understand, who has seen the 

fault because within that fault there is something inside me that sees it. I need to 

elevate my soul and with that elevation I can elevate theirs.  (2:58). The point of all 

these teachings are for us to understand our own soul and nobody else's. And how 

we can become ?? givers and not just to take. Then you can judge and as it says in the 

teachings, thy shall not judge, you judge only your own soul and conduct of your own 

physicality in respect to your soul. You will find out that the Judges are the most guilty 

people in the world, because to judge you have to understand the crime and you only 

understand it if you have done it yourself, ????  Any other questions. Move to 

understand, there will be no judges or police force, we don't have it in the U why should 

we have it on this planet. ...   the black is the physicality of the man, it absorbs 

everything and doesn't give much.  (3:00). If you allow the soul to penetrate it, it 

will shine. We are not preachers, we understand the totality so we can speak 

clearly about whole thing.   Q: Stella from Argentina. i understand everything you 

said, I am confused if we need to learn everything then why am I for example allowing 

a doctor to kill me, for being asleep or unconscious?  (3:02). Why would my soul allow 

it. Can I reverse anything the moment I am awake. The problem with physicality is 

that it takes course of action with other physical entities and we can decide to go 

through the whole process if we like, if we want to experience it again, or we allow 

ourselves to be judged by a doctor because we forgot the use of our own soul. 

Christ elevated his own soul and the physicality walked, it means the soul can 

repair the physicality. But we don't want to accept the soul because then ... we choose 

the path of the separation of the soul from the physical soul, because we don't see any 

end to what we call the suffering. Any of us who understands how to go through a 

transformation of the understanding of our own soul. In deep space when we come 

across an injury, absorption of the filed into our physical dimension  (3:04). where 

we decide to manifest our physicality, then we see the problem. What every man in 

the universe who has been increased to this level of understanding does, is to go 

back into their soul, it's a hiding place. In this process of going back through, the 

physicality which is a matter state has to go through like a scanning system, it 



receives energy, and gives energy that is in too high of a balance for its soul, when 

the physicality goes back inside the soul it becomes perfect. You don't find an 

injection ??? of a virus, you send somebody to earth. You use the dimension of the 

strength of your own soul to achieve what you call life, for the protection of life. So the 

old man knows what to do. If you go back into the understanding, the biggest problem 

has been the creation of religion. They have brought man to the point of not 

trusting himself, and then those who understood the religion put a science next to it, 

and now they say, show me. You are ignorant, that's your problem and not mine. You 

said, why can't the man do it. There is a trip of the Pope into your area in past month. If 

I was there I would say to him, you say these guys are lying, show me the proof, so it 

means you are one yourself. The whole structure is that we have allowed people to 

abuse us and create doubt in ourselves. This is the problem ...     even at the point of 

death, the separation of the physicality from the STM you can return yourself, if you 

understand that there is a need for you to be here that you have a mission to carry out. 

Babs did it (Bahai),  (3:07). Christ did it when they put him on the cross, so why 

can't the rest of us do it. We can all change even on the death bed if you can 

understand how our soul can change. A lot of people do it. You have the cancer and 

you say, oh, I ate the cabbage and the cabbage was. No, it's your soul that wanted 

to change the condition because you understood how you created the cancer inside 

your soul. Physical damage we can't change, even that with the knowledge we now 

have, now a days we can do. But what we do emotionally in the physical life, if you are 

hit in the ?? and you are in 200 pieces and they are just keeping you alive, you still can 

change the soul and manage ?? the physicality. It's been done many times.  (3:08). How 

many people have had the cancer and they cured it. No, it's because you elevated your 

soul and you understood the mistake of how you created your own demise and now you 

don't want to do that. If our doctors go for the STM any of these gimmicks, rotating 

motors or Gans this or that, it means they haven't understood yet. I just go for the STM 

but when I do, I want to know if that soul is happy to be in that condition, otherwise I 

force the condition, I force the condition. I make the totality available. Anybody can 

walk off the operation table without the need for it, we did that with Naomi. Q: If we 

are here in an environment natural, political or violent that makes us see things, I 

mean to not see the beauty, how to elevate when the environment is so difficult. Is that 

the lesson we are supposed to experience now, discovering all this knowledge , it's 

difficult to see the beauty because your emotions go of because there is so much 

injustice, it's difficult to make a living?  Yes you are correct, but go a step forward or 

2 steps backwards, either way you want to look at it. Partially because we are 

teaching science at its root,  (3:10). partially because of what we have been taught, 

our prejudices about what we are receiving ?? let the past go, but in reality, if the 

economy is based on gold ... you can create enough gold to buy every Rolls Royce, but 

how many of us are prepared to do that. Because we haven't understood, or is that 

machine, the STM. So who created this poverty, because they took the trust out of us. 

The same is with our health and everything else we have, we are all rich but we don't 

know how to get to the money we stored away which is the knowledge of the STM. It 

saddens me to see people going hungry on the streets, all of us know how to feed 

ourselves, all you need is to understand that you can go within your soul and 

absorb the energy from the fields of the U. We don't do it because we lost the 

knowledge and with it came the fears. No one needs to go to bed hungry, but with 

physicality we have to show this or that. ?? because we supply it.  (3:12). The speed 

cameras on the street, the same system could be used on the street to feed the man. The 

camera has to send something to receive the physicality to absorb. ... we abuse the 



knowledge and then blame everybody else. In these cameras it's the same field, if you 

can absorb and take a picture, it means it receives it and it has to send something when 

it comes that it can receive it. .. it has to detect you ??  All these military satellites that 

are continuously beaming down to take pictures why not fit them with the systems that 

can feed the nations. It's very simple and requires only a little adjustments.  we have to 

teach how wealth can be appreciated as the wealth of the soul  (3:14). and not the 

physicality.  ... we are build a natural plasmatic field .. I feel that I am not strong enough 

I always fall down in the game again. No it's not that you are not strong enough but you 

have to find a way to allow it to shine all the time. None of us fails, it just we decide 

how much to allow it to shine.  The STM is like a sun, it is a sun and it shines, we 

put filters to block its ability to shine.  Q: I put all these heavy emotions on my body 

to block my soul.  Why do you put it on your body elevate your soul, work the other 

way around, then the body becomes part of it.  (3:18).  Try to interact with your 

soul and not with us or humanity because then you reach everything. In the coming 

teachings we'll start teaching about the floating souls, the fish in the liquid, because 

that is a different type of living and way of understanding. It's different then in a 

gaseous life but in principle it's the same. Man needs to understand how to 

manifest himself in the physical dimension in the liquid state. It's no use having a 

parachute and jumping out in the water if you don't know how to swim. As part of the 

teaching we have to understand do we change our soul in the liquid to become a 

floating soul, or change it to be protected by the physicality and to what extent do 

we allow the physicality to interact with its environment that it exists within the 

liquid state of the water, or liquid anywhere in the U, it doesn't matter if it is 

boiling water, boiling CO2, or something else in another position in the U.     (3:20). Q: 

(man talking about himself ..)   (3:25). There is so much shown by Jim on the new 

website. It says, where science meets the soul of the man, through the knowledge of 

the science of creation we understand how our soul is created from inception. And 

now how it ends which we never before understood. And in this process it's for us 

to determine the time gap between the 2. In that time gap, what we call the life of 

the man, it's what we do with it in the depth of the space that matters, not what we 

do in the physicality of this planet. In the space there are no factories to go to work 

etc. it's ... we have a training for it, but we never understood the training. When we go to 

sleep and the soul is free, then where does the soul go. When we travel the depths of 

the space for thousands of years, where are we going to, except going and enjoying 

and elevating the souls of Gods creations. If that is our purpose then we become 

true man of the space. It's not just to go and see another sight, a another Niagara Falls.  

(3:28). Rick says that is an interesting topic, that there are things to do in space. Exactly, 

because it's timeless I can't wakeup for breakfast because there is no time for breakfast, 

no sunrise or sunset. Isn't it better to travel in the space with his own soul, because 

traveling with the physicality would be so boring, how many times can you walk 

around the SS, then you would become a mental case. This is why we teach the 

conversion of the physicality to the STM. It will become very boring in the space if we 

attach ourselves to the condition of physicality, but a lot of people will do. ..  It's easier 

to travel with the STM in space, then there is no time, as there is no time in the life of 

the Creator so why should there be with the time of man.  (3:30). ... we have to gain 

trust in our knowledge that we can create anything ..   

 

(3:32).  (man continues talking, about partner not understanding ..). (3:36).  ... about 

getting along with your partners and other knowledge seekers ...   all these MaGrav 

etc. will come to be part of the elevation of the STM. Would we go and buy a water 



for say a diabetic or would we create a condition so the soul elevates that he can 

transfer itself through that there is no need to have a system for diabetic. This is 

the ultimate goal which is freedom of the man from physicality and openness to space, 

but we have to go through these intermediary steps. Every man knows even the man in 

Amazon.  (3:40).   Q: About the freedom of the soul then what about marriage? 

Don't go there now it's a bit too early to teach that. The marriage of souls is the most 

beautiful marriage but sometimes it takes in a position of the strength. In English 

they say soul mate. But in the universal language it's like when you balance, ?? it's the 

strength of the soul of the partner you find in the space. The easiest way to explain 

is a twin star. You never have a single star, it's impossible to find a single star. At 

the moment of inception it is always 2, even a neutron has a twin, but because we 

don't see it.  (3:42). we only see 1 atom and not the other (invisible). When you have 

the interaction of the fields, say the earth and the sun leads to the creation of such 

a beauty as a man, you can imagine what happens when the souls create from their 

interaction. It's beyond imagination, but you need to bring them close enough that 

they can interact. We see daylight on one side when we interface with the sun and dark 

on the other side, and when you bring 2 souls together who are of the same strength, it 

becomes a marriage of 2, a "twinity", and the children of this union are the stars 

of the future. It's beyond explaining because I know this feeling very well. It carries 

all the attributes of the physicality in the dimension of the soul, and man has no 

understanding of this, it creates a lot of jealously because they don't understand. Q: 

That's a beautiful knowledge. I think everybody is going through a feeling of 

isolation feeling lonely, because we don't have the sharing knowledge aspect. 

Talking about this I think opens a door to every soul  (3:44). to take responsibility of 

liberation of the limitation of what is given and receiving, because we are limiting 

ourselves to give. It's like keys, opening doors for more Pl to flow. ... the joy of 

experiencing because otherwise what's the point. Let me explain, when I hear your 

accent it brings me a lot of joy ....  we love somebody we have no connection with, but 

through the person we love (his cousin) we share the love with (the other, lady). 

Amazing how the voice brings the love back.  (3:46). God said I made thee to have 

children that through their love they may love me. ... It's us who needs to understand, 

we create the limitation, even the limitation of our own soul to pass the boundary of our 

physical self. This is very hard for a lot of people, if I create the soul of giving then it 

comes back and becomes one. ... Now we understand how to elevate our own souls 

through the systems we developed (MaGrav), if we can't do it in the direction of 

the physicality of the system of the body.  ...  .. would we join an Internet match 

making sites to find partners for our souls for the universe, it's one of the problems 

of the space, I have seen it before (other planets) and I am sure it's going to repeat 

itself with the mankind, where we love another because of the level of the strength 

of the soul created from the dimension of the AA of this planet, and then we fall in 

love with another dimension of the strength of other creatures of the universe 

which has the same.  (3:48). then trying to match the 2 where one is physicality and 

the other is a soul, is a horrible time because they won't be able to understand the 

other, unless they are light and educated to understand them. It's not having mistresses, 

but understanding that the loving is not creating ... we look at it as a physical 

interaction, rather it is being able to give unconditionally to elevate the other, and this is 

the beauty of the creation, and then ultimate goal is for those who elevate to the 

ultimate point that when they see, feel the field of the Creator they give 

(themselves) entirely to the Creator that He shines better as part of them. This is 

the ultimate, not sacrifice, but the maturity of understanding. Not many creatures 



in the U have this level. They reach so high that they touch the sky, that they touch the 

soul of the Creator and many when they reach that point there is no need, you become 

the lover of the Creator because by His creation it has lead to the creation of so many 

things, to be loved. Man one day, in thousands or millions of years will understand 

these words. I have been there and it's beautiful to be in that position. There is a 

certain position that I came across very recently, that by looking at a picture it brought 

me back  (3:50). to want to be home and I said to Caroline I want to go home I have 

had enough of humanity, because one physical picture (showed) what I have 

sacrificed to come here to get mankind through, and it's enough when you see it 

you remember the past and understand what you have left to be here to change 

(earth). For a second an image is there and a feeling and emotion is, I am not home I 

want to go back. But it is worth it because you take the whole humanity with you and all 

the sacrifices mean nothing. Then you understand that it is the love of the Creator 

that allows you to withstand such a condition. We have to love and to understand that 

is why I set out to teach from the beginning to the end. It's not the end but 

understanding how you elevate yourself further because there is more to it, now 

you have understood that the soul is created from the beginning and now you 

understand it is the soul that has to say what you created with it, at the end. Are 

you ready to sacrifice what created you, has the physical matter lead to the 

creation of you as a soul, that you give from the soul to protect what created you, and 

then you go back to the same question, would you go back to give to the Creator whose 

love lead to your own creation that you become part of him that you can lead to more 

loves to be created. This is not theology anymore, now we understand the process of 

creations. How much of our soul are we prepared to open up to become part of the 

totality. It's us who lie to ourselves, because we have all the knowledge to become. It 

takes man 1 second to achieve the light of the Creator if he understands it, and (or) 

man can travel millions of years and never reach. Thank you very much.  (3:53). 

 

(3:55) Quotes by Mr. Keshe. (on the Forums, community, quote quest)  "The plasma of 

a single H atom covers the whole square meters". The secret is in your brain". Now he 

says the secret is your souls.  ... how to search for quotes ... (4:14). The book of the soul.  

(4:16). Q: You said, later you would teach about the memory of the man, is it time for 

that? No, to teach that requires a lot of strength in the STM, because why do we go back 

to the memory, do we have enough strength to face the memory of it and to be able to 

handle it. I can take you back to seeing the memory of the Christ, if you were present at 

the time. You do it yourself. I can take you back and I promised that you would be able 

to do it, to see the condition of the soul of the Moses. It's very easy because it's within 

you. ?? what would be the reaction when you would see the true essence of say, the 

crucifixion of Christ, many people were there and the genes has carried the knowledge 

across. What if you are a Moslem and you are a true ??Saihid, then I can take you to 

what Mohammad promised must be done, how would you feel, are you strong enough 

to be able to do it.  (4:18). It needs a lot of understanding to understand the whole 

totality to be able to search for the truth within the physicality, and that can ???  Q: I 

think we already know, especially the K Seekers who have been here for years, umm, in 

a way. I hope so. There is a path to the memory which you go through the soul. It's 

written, it's there which we gather. The physical brain disappears in the dust and as we 

understand more and more the time will come that we'll do, you will do. Whatever I 

have taught is within the capability of the man and his soul, it's just for the man to be 

knowledgeable to be able to do it. Quote: The captain is the STM and the spaceship is 

the dimension which the soul decides to manifest itself.  (4:20). We choose our SS to be 



our physical manifestation, we can make any ?? our SS as we can do in the space.  The 

next 2 weeks we'll answer only questions, but Dr. Alzar is only allowed 3 questions in 

both sessions.  

.. I promise I will make Africa the shinning star, that way we'll all be equal.  

End 

 


